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5. if you have a behringer card of the
same type (e.g. bca2000) as your older
card, and you can get no sound with
any drivers for your new card, then you
should be able to use asio4all, even
though you have an older behringer
card (e. bca2000). if this is the case,
then a problem may be occurring in
your card, or else your card has not
been connected to a sound card. you
can check this by using the sound test
button on your behringer control panel.
if you can get no sound from the sound
test, then your card is probably not
connected. although only a minor issue,
it is worth noting that the behringer
um2 default to 100 instead of the
intended 400. this is most likely due to
a change in the 1394a driver for xpsp2.
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if you are having issues, check the
settings of the behringer um2. the
behringer bca2000 is used with the
behringer u-phoria um2 and the
behringer bnc11. this new behringer
product brings two usb audio interfaces
to the market. it is a usb 2.0 host audio
device and a usb 1.1 host audio device.
it is compatible with the behringer u-
phoria um2. the behringer bnc11 is
compatible with the behringer u-phoria
um2, and the behringer u-phoria ms2.
both the bnc11 and the bca2000 are
designed to be used with behringer u-
phoria ume and umu2 (um2 usb) or
umc2 (umc2 usb) with windows or mac
operating systems. the behringer
bca2000 does not have the same issues
as the behringer bnc11. it works with
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the behringer u-phoria um2 and the
behringer u-phoria ms2. this new
behringer product brings two usb audio
interfaces to the market. it is a usb 2.0
host audio device and a usb 1.1 host
audio device. it is compatible with the
behringer u-phoria um2. the behringer
bnc11 is compatible with the behringer
u-phoria um2, and the behringer u-
phoria ms2. both the bnc11 and the
bca2000 are designed to be used with
behringer u-phoria ume and umu2 (um2
usb) or umc2 (umc2 usb) with windows
or mac operating systems.
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Behringer Bca2000 Driver 11

asio4all is a behringer driver that
includes all the drivers and a universal

installation utility. the asio4all driver will
install all of your behringer units and

allow you to use them at their full
capabilities. the asio4all driver includes
drivers for all behringer series devices
including the original behavior u-phoria

um2, u-phoria um1, u-phoria at1, u-
phoria at2, u-phoria at4 and others.
asio4all is a behringer driver that

includes all the drivers and a universal
installation utility. the asio4all driver will

install all of your behringer units and
allow you to use them at their full

capabilities. the asio4all driver includes
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drivers for all behringer series devices
including the original behavior u-phoria

um2, u-phoria um1, u-phoria at1, u-
phoria at2, u-phoria at4 and others. if

that does not work, then i am quite sure
that the problem is not the driver, but
the hardware itself. i have a bca2000,
and it works fine. i would have to look
through all the forums, but i am pretty
sure that i found some other posts with
the same problem. if you are interested,

let me know. i checked to see if the
driver was still installed, and it wasn't. i

went back to the adobe site, and
downloaded the driver again. i checked

the cd again, and it had the correct
driver. i then tried to install it, and it

didn't work. i uninstalled it, and tried to
install the correct driver again. it still
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wouldn't work. i then went back to the
adobe site and downloaded a different
version of the driver. ok so now i'm at a
point where i'm going to be stupid and

just assume i don't have enough
knowledge to be posting here. i know
some command line stuff and i know

what dlls are. to cut a long story short, i
have 2 cd's, one is cd-r, the other is a
dvd-r. the first cd is the system setup

cd, the second is the driver cd. the cd-r
is a clean install of xp pro sp2, windows
media player 11 and of course my audio
driver. i used the cd-r as a template and

copied all of the dlls and all of the
registry entries from the setup cd to the

dvd-r. i then used the dvd-r as a
template and copied all of the dlls and

all of the registry entries from the driver
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cd to the system. i then rebooted the
system. the system was ready to go,

the audio drivers were installed and the
other audio drivers were already

installed. 5ec8ef588b
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